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Missed
Appointments
It is very
important that you let us
know if you are unable to
attend your appointment so
that we may offer it to
someone else. A missed
appointment costs £32

Online Appointment
Booking
Remember you can book
online from 08.30 for same
day appointments or anytime for longer term slots
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From our new Practice Manager
Hello, I’m Justine and I will be joining Rectory Meadow
Surgery in September as Practice Manager.
Having spent over 20 years working in communications and
marketing for lots of organisations, both in the UK and
elsewhere I am looking forward to using the skills I have
developed to support the surgery team to deliver a great
service for the patients it serves.
I am thrilled to have found an opportunity more locally to
home so that I can enjoy more time with my little boy. I may
even get to spend some quality time in the kitchen - my other
passion.
I hope to meet many of you when I start my new role.
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Your voice on Primary Care Networks
Primary Care Networks (PCNs) are definitely in the news at present.
Details of our Network can be found on page 5 but since our last
general meeting, things have been moving fast. To ensure patients
have their views represented on any proposed changes, the Chairs
of the 5 Patients’ Groups have agreed to meet monthly. We have
already met with the new Clinical Directors for the Network and attended a
workshop where future plans are being discussed. The good news is that
engagement with the Patients’ Groups is a high priority for those leading our
Network. Once we know of any proposed changes we will consult to get the
patients’ views and make sure these are fed back.
Contact us at rmspatients@nhs.net
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Staff Training
The Surgery will be closed on Wednesday 18th September and Tuesday 16th October
for Staff Training. If you need a doctor urgently, and cannot wait until the surgery is
open at 0830 the following day please call Bucks 24/7, our Out of Hours Provider, on
0300 033 9888 .
Requests for repeat prescriptions, test results and other non-urgent matters can be
made again the following morning. Thank you.

Bulletin Board

Accessible Information

Starting Cancer Treatment
If your GP makes an urgent referral for Cancer treatment to Bucks Healthcare Trust
[BHT] you can expect your treatment to begin slightly quicker locally than the
National average.
BHT will commence treatment in 86% of referrals within 62 days against a target of
85% and an England Average of 80%.

Rectory Meadow Surgery Services
In addition to providing GP consultations RMS offers a range of medical services.
Here are some of the services available.

Clinics—for patients with Respiratory and Heart Disease.
Vaccinations—including those forTravel.
More details on Flu vaccinations on the website very soon.
Meadowlarks—an exercise group for the over 65s meets every
Wednesday at 2pm in the Surgery.

Minor Surgery—The GPs carry out a variety of minor surgical procedures in
conjunction with the practice nurses, by appointment.

Non-NHS Examinations -The GPs are happy to carry out medicals eg insurance and
driving licence, by appointment outside surgery hours. Please telephone the surgery
for an appointment and ask about the charges for these services, which are not
covered by the NHS.
Why not visit the website for full information on these and other services, including
how to order repeat prescriptions and book appointments online and the latest NHS
news at www.rectorymeadowsurgery.co.uk
Rectory Meadow Surgery
School Lane,
Amersham,
Bucks. HP7 0HG
Phone: 01494 727711
Fax: 01494 431790
www.rectorymeadowsurgery.co.uk
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Amersham and Chesham Improved Access Service
Local GPs are working together to offer patients better access to appointments in General
Practice in Buckinghamshire, known as the ‘Improved Access’ Service. This means that
you can now book an appointment at a practice local to you:
• Up until 8pm from Monday to Friday
• On a Saturday (Rectory Meadow staff can confirm which practices are open, and their
opening hours on this day)
• From 9am until 1pm on Sunday (at one of the three FedBucks Improved Access Hubs
located across the county)
All appointments need to be pre-booked in advance.

How to book an Improved Access Appointment

This is NOT a walk in service – if you need urgent medical advice after 6.30pm, please
phone NHS 111. NHS 111 will enable you to talk to a GP and book an urgent GP
appointment if necessary. You can also use our local online symptom checker, Health Help
Now (http://bucks.healthhelpnow.nhs.uk/) to help to find the right service in Buckinghamshire
for your health needs.

Medical Advice Awareness Card
If you are planning to travel through an Airport or on Eurostar and have a medical device
such as an Insulin Pump or Continuous Glucose Monitoring system [CGMs] you need to
have a Medical Device Awareness Card. .
A copy of the card can be down loaded and printed direct from
the Civil Aviation Authority website www.caa.co.uk
Here’s what the card says:
Passenger:
• Don't forget to bring your medical evidence (e.g. letter from a medical practitioner) to confirm
your medical device such as an insulin pump or CGMs
• Have this ready to show the Security Officer, along with this card.
• Make the airport Security Officer aware of the device, and exactly what it is and where located.
• If you are carrying a spare medical device, remove it from your cabin bag before the X-ray and
let the Security Officer know.
• And do contact the airport if you have any concerns or queries before you travel: note that
screening equipment and processes may differ from airport to airport.
• Please check with your return airport (if outside the UK) on their arrangements for screening
medical devices.

Patient Wellbeing

Ring Rectory Meadow Surgery as normal. If you would like an Improved Access
appointment, the reception staff will tell you where clinics are being held on what day, and
the times of the available appointments. A convenient appointment will be booked for
you. If you use this service, it is very likely that you will be seen by a clinician from another
surgery and not your own GP. The receptionist at Rectory Meadow will be able to provide
details on this service to help you book an appointment.

Security Staff:
• Passengers with a medical device such as an insulin pump or Continuous Glucose Monitoring
system (CGMs) should not be screened by a security scanner; if they opt out of this they must
be offered an alternative screening method.
• Passengers must never be asked to remove a medical device from their body for screening.
• Medical devices (including spare devices) should not go through x-ray machines. Alternative
screening processes can be undertaken such as hand search, supported by ETD
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Rectory Meadow
Patients Group
Contact us at rmspatients@nhs.net

Rectory Meadow Patients Group

Patients Group
Your Patients Group is a communications channel between the Patients, Doctors,
Nurses and Staff of Rectory Meadow Surgery. It also provides information about
changes in the local and wider NHS. Its evening events, organised twice a year, focus
on issues of wider health interests such as Stress –Staying Fit in Mind and Body which
is reported later in his issue. The Patients group is composed of volunteers with Chris
Purves as Chair and Gordon Barratt as Secretary. Drene de Silva is Patients Group
Membership Administrator, Ron Newall organises Health Awareness events and Peter
McLoughlin has responsibility for preparing the Newsletter. If you would like to
contribute to your committee’s work or suggest a topic for a Health Awareness Event
please contact us at rmspatients@nhs.net

Our Meetings and Events
We are delighted to see members at our quarterly General Meetings and special events.
If you are not already a member please join and come to one of our Patients Group
General meetings –dates below or contact us at rmspatients@nhs.net

Annual General Meeting of Rectory Meadow Patients
Group 21 May 2019
Fifteen members of the Patients Group attended with three apologies. Chair
welcomed visitors from PPGs from Amersham Health Centre, John Hampden and
Prospect House who were attending the Primary Care Network presentation which
followed the AGM
Chair reported on a successful year for the Patient’s Group with substantial progress
against all objectives. There were now 860 signed up members.

Election of Officers
Under the new constitution the Committee may consist of up to 12 members. The
Chair Chris Purves and Secretary Gordon Barratt having served 2 years were reelected. The other Committee members were not required to seek re-election.
A new member Brian Eady was appointed to the Committee by unanimous approval.
A General Meeting followed the AGM where the main topic was the new Primary Care
Networks (see following page).

Dates for your diary
Patients Group General Meeting -1230 in the Surgery
November 19th 2019

Health Awareness Events
October 23rd Heart Disease
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Stress –Staying Fit in Mind and Body
On April 10th, in spite of a late start because of traffic gridlock over 70 members of the
Patients group heard a panel of experts speaking on aspects of this condition.

Barbara Poole of Voices and Choices spoke about their role in
providing information advice and community advocacy for people
with disabilities, older people and family carers. She also
discussed the issue of loneliness.
An important contribution came from Carole Black, Assistant
Head from Dr Challoner’s Grammar School who outlined the
problems arising and reliable strategies used to keep young
people on track as far as possible through school experiences.

Primary Care Networks [PCNs]
Our General Meeting on May 21st was devoted to the important topic of the
introduction of Primary Care Networks as part of the NHS long term plan and was
attended by representatives of three other local PPGs. Chris Purves gave a
presentation describing the nature and timetable for the PCN proposed for the local
area. Nicola Lester, Director of Transformation at the local Clinical Commissioning
Group plus Dr Chan and Nicola Newstone from Rectory Meadow Surgery were
available to answer questions.

The PCN for our area is live from July 1st and consists of five surgeries with six
establishments. In addition to Rectory Meadow Surgery these are Amersham Health
Centre, John Hampden, Hughenden Valley/Chequers Drive and The Practice Prospect
House in Great Missenden.
A number of concerns were raised and noted but it was generally agreed that as the
formation of the PCN was at a very early stage there was insufficient detail about any
changes that might affect patients. A list of Frequently Asked Questions provide by the
NHS is available on request from the PPG. The five PPGs will meet together with
representatives of our Network to ensure that patients views are both noted and fed
back. Rectory Meadow PPG will keep our members informed of developments and
seek feedback.

Rectory Meadow Patients Group Events

Dr Bhardwaj, who is on temporary
attachment to RMS, opened the
forum followed by Lucy Martin from
Carers Bucks who spoke about stress
in the caring role.
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FRIENDS
of
Rectory Meadow Surgery

FRIENDS of Rectory Meadow

Who are we?
Friends is an independent organisation whose role is to provide much needed
additional funding to support and extend facilities available to patients
of the Surgery.
Friends is funded entirely by donations, bequests, benefactors and
patients whose fundraising activities include quiz night suppers as well
as sales of books and puzzles available in Surgery reception.
Over the years Friends have raised in excess of £50,000 with no deduction of
expenses. Funds are used entirely to provide equipment and facilities to help and
support the patients of Rectory Meadow Surgery. The GPs do not benefit in any way
apart from a genuine satisfaction that they can deal even more efficiently with their
patients’ needs.
If a member of your family has needed to use any of this equipment or you would like
to ensure that the surgery remains one of the best equipped in the area, please
consider supporting Friends by donating books and puzzles or cheque payable to
“F.O.R.M.S.” either via Reception or send to Graham Cook at 67,The Ridgeway,
Stanley Hill, Amersham HP7 9HJ graham.cook@fast.org 01494 725250.

Latest Purchases
Recently acquired for the surgery and purchased by
Friends is a new fridge for vaccines and drugs which has a
glass front to enable staff to check stock without unlocking
the door.

Also purchased is a new Cryotherapy
device. Cryotherapy is a valuable
service the surgery delivers most days
to patients with warts, skin tags and
some keratoses
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